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The origin of stress dip under the apex of a standard sandpile has stimulated significant debate within the
scientific community. On the other hand, it could be argued that a semipile built against a vertical wall is of
more practical interest since it serves as a model of dams, dykes, and embankments. There is surprisingly little
information available for the stress distribution in this case. Here we show clear experimental evidence that the
presence of the wall enhances the dip under a granular pile significantly. Our investigation provides insight into
the influence of walls on the orientation of force chains and this appears to be key in enhancing the dip.
Moreover, numerical simulations and experiments with different kinds of particles show that the vertical wall
induces an alignment of isotropic particles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of force networks in collections of static granu-
lar materials is of considerable interest since their skeletal
structures are a vital ingredient of the physics of their load
bearing properties �1�. A sandpile provides one of the sim-
plest examples where the distribution of force chains gives
insights into the counterintuitive result that the stress distri-
bution at the base of the pile has a minimum below its apex
�2–9�. This finding is important since it challenges the as-
sumptions behind isotropic elastic and plastic models used to
describe the mechanical properties of granular solids �10�.

Models such as the random contact lattice “q model”
�11,12� and the oriented force “ fixed principal axes �FPA�
model” �4,13–15� provide useful descriptions of observations
but a consensus on an appropriate theoretical framework has
yet to emerge. An assumption of the FPA model is that ava-
lanching during the construction of a pile will induce a di-
rectional structure in the stress distribution. Thus the load is
directed toward the sides of the pile in a “tentlike” manner
�16�. This has been tested experimentally in both three- �5�
and two-dimensional piles where the creation history �6,17�
and the effects of particle shape �8,9� have been shown to be
important. A local minimum is found in the stress profile
below the apex in all cases when piles are built by pouring
material from a localized source and it is considerably en-
hanced when elongated particles are used. The properties of
granular materials are also known to depend on the degree of
order in the arrangement �18–20�, size segregation effects
�21�, particle shape �22�, horizontal compressive forces
�21,23�, and interparticle friction �24,25�.

While the sandpile is of significant scientific interest, in
practical applications, such as silos, dams, and embank-
ments, the effects of retaining walls are likely to be very
important �26�. There are surprisingly few results on a semi-

pile built against a vertical wall �27�, and the presence or
otherwise of a stress dip is unclear. Here, we investigate the
effects of a vertical wall on the properties of the stress trans-
mission in two-dimensional semipiles of disks and elliptical
cylinders. Definite enhancement of the dip is found for both
types of particles and we use measures of the distributions of
primary and secondary chains to gain insight into possible
mechanisms behind this. We also provide results which high-
light local alignment of the disks by the vertical wall. This
appears to be a robust effect since it was present when par-
ticles with very different frictional properties were used in
experiments and it was also found in numerical simulations
where different protocols were used to build the semipile.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Details of the experimental apparatus can be found else-
where �8,9�. The piles were built using the localized source
procedure by pouring grains from a hopper with a 7-cm-wide
outlet located 57 cm above the base. A vertical copper wall
of dimensions 27.5 cm high, 9.5 mm long and 7.0 mm wide
was positioned below the center of the hopper outlet. Hence
two semipiles were formed in each experimental run and a
section of one sample is shown in Fig. 1. The semipiles were
found to be statistically independent and we combine all the
results as if for a single semipile in an “�” boundary. The
birefringent particle technique �28� was used to visualize the
force chains using back illumination and viewing through a
pair of cross polars. Force chains appeared as bright lines
and suitable calibration �9� was used to obtain estimates of
the vertical stress distributions. The structural properties of
the force chain network were analyzed in a piecewise man-
ner and at the smallest scale a chain was defined to be the
approximately straight bright region between two consecu-
tive splits �8�. Once all the chains within a pile were isolated,
distributions of their angular directions were formed. In ad-
dition, distributions of the orientation of the elliptical cylin-
ders were calculated. For both measurements averages were
performed over 500 semipiles so that statistically significant
results were obtained.
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The two types of particles used were 2500 disks with a
diameter of 6.9 mm and 500 disks with a diameter of 8.9
mm, and a sample of anisotropic particles which consisted of
2900 elliptic cylinders with dimensions of 9.9 mm and 4.9
mm on the major and minor axes. The thickness of all the
particles was 6.6�0.1 mm. In all cases, the polydispersity
of the particles was less than 2%. The average angle of re-
pose found for 500 semipiles was 27�1° for the mixture of
disks and 36�1° for the elliptic cylinders. The semipiles of
disks had an average height of 28 cm and a base length of 56
cm whereas the semipiles of elliptic cylinders had a height of
32 cm and a base length of 44 cm. The packing fraction was
0.82�0.1, which is just below the random close-packed
limit of 0.84 in two dimensions �2D� �29�.

III. STRESS DIP

The results shown in Fig. 2�a� are estimates of the average
vertical stress profiles for semipiles of disks measured at dif-

ferent heights above the base. The main effect is that the dip
is considerably enhanced with respect to full piles built using
the same procedure �8� so that the presence of a vertical
boundary acts to enhance the stress dip. Quantitative esti-
mates of the sizes of the dips can be made by measuring the
difference between a Gaussian fit to stress profiles and the
data �9�. The amplitude of the dip for a semipile at h
=3.5 cm is twice that for a full pile and the area of the dip is
�4.5 times larger.

As in the case of full piles �8�, semipiles constructed us-
ing elliptic cylinders have generally larger dips as shown in
Fig. 2�b�. The amplitudes are approximately the same for
piles and semipiles but the area of the dip is �1.4 times
larger for semipiles. Careful inspection of the stress profiles
for semipiles of both disks and elliptic cylinders suggests
that the stress minimum is displaced from the wall by a thin
layer, whereas it is central in full piles.

In order to compare the stress profiles at different heights
the results shown in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b� have been rescaled

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� An example of a semipile of disks built near a vertical wall. The disks were poured in a localized way from
a 7-cm-wide hopper at 57 cm above the base. �b� Semipile obtained using a mixture of 9 and 6 mm PTFE disks. �c� Semipile obtained using
soft particle molecular dynamics simulations of disks in two dimensions with rolling friction and following a protocol similar to the
experimental one.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Vertical
stress distributions estimated from
averaging the results of 500 piles
of �a� disks and �b� elliptical cyl-
inders with a boundary placed at
d=0. Horizontal slices were taken
at h=3.5 cm ���, h=7.0 cm
���, and h=10.5 cm ��� above
the base. Stress distributions nor-
malized with the weight of the
particles above each horizontal
slice for semipiles of �c� disks and
�d� elliptical cylinders.
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by the weight of the granular layer above the height at which
each profile has been measured. These results are presented
in Figs. 2�c� and 2�d� for disks and elliptical cylinders, re-
spectively. In the case of disks the collapse of the data is
good whereas for piles of elliptical cylinders there is a slight
dependence of the stress profile on height. Specifically, the
lower profiles display a bigger ratio between the width of the
dip and that of the pile.

IV. STRESS NETWORKS

The stress networks were analyzed using the angular ori-
entation of the chains, defined as the angle that a chain
makes with respect to the normal to the base. For d
�7.0 cm, the chain orientation distributions obtained from
semipiles were indistinguishable from those for the same lo-
cations in full piles. However, differences became apparent
when comparisons were made using distributions taken from
a region near the wall with those near the center of full piles.
This effect of the boundary in the chain network is displayed
in Figs. 3 where the orientation of the chains that fall in a 1.5
cm width slice centered at d=2 cm are presented for full and
semipiles of disks �Fig. 3�a�� and full and semipiles of ellip-
tic cylinders �Fig. 3�b��.

In full piles �� symbols in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b��, the dis-
tributions are bimodal with peaks at �= �35 corresponding
to primary and secondary chains. The relative magnitude of
the peaks indicate the importance of avalanche alignment
�primary chains: �= +35� over stabilizing effects �secondary
chains: �=−35� across the pile. There are smaller numbers
of secondary chains for elliptic cylinders, which were attrib-
uted to particle shape induced stability �8,9�. In semipiles ��
symbols in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b��, the distributions present a
clear inversion of the preferred orientation of the chains for
both disks and elliptical cylinders, indicating that the chains
are bent toward the wall.

A measure which can be used to characterize the chain
structure is the average orientation of the chains ��� �9�. In
Fig. 3�c� the results for the mean chain orientation are plotted
as a function of d for full and semipiles of disks and elliptic
cylinders. The average orientation of the chains for the right

side of a full pile is positive for both disks and elliptic cyl-
inders. On the other hand, for semipiles, ��� is negative at
small distances from the wall �d�2 cm�. This is a conse-
quence of the fact that the chain orientation distribution near
the wall displays the primary peak at �=−35 �Figs. 3�a� and
3�b��. This result is important as it proves the bending of
chains toward the wall.

The center of the dip in the stress profile for full piles is
located at d=0 where the transition from positive to negative
values of ��� occurs �9�. Hence, for semipiles, the center of
the dip is expected at d�2 cm, which is in good agreement
with the data obtained for the stress profiles within the pile as
in Fig. 2�a�. Moreover, a qualitative correlation between the
size of the dip and the slope of ��� versus d at ���=0 was
also found for full piles �9�. In the inset of Fig. 3�c� it can be
seen that the slope is greater for semipiles, which is in accord
with the increased dip for these cases. An alternative way of
considering this result is a natural consequence of the Jans-
sen effect �30�. Frictional interaction with the boundary
means that a proportion of the weight is supported by the
wall and hence, the chains close to the boundary are oriented
toward it.

V. COLUMNAL PARTICLE ARRANGEMENT

An additional effect of the wall on the orientation of the
chains is that a significant peak appears at �=0 when the
region close to the wall is analyzed, as shown in Fig. 3�a�.
This result, which is particularly evident in the case of disks,
can be understood from the packing enforced close to the
walls. This can be seen in the experimental image presented
in Fig. 1�a� and similar wall effects have been reported pre-
viously in silos �26�. In order to test the robustness of this
effect we conducted a simple illustration experiment using
disks with a very low friction coefficient. The sample was a
2:1 mixture of 80 polytetrafluorethylene �PTFE� cylinders
with 9 and 5 mm diameters which were 7 mm thick. The
container was a plexiglass box 170�170�8 mm. An indi-
cation of the effects of the low coefficient of friction was that
it was not possible to construct a full pile when the box was
vertical. We could, of course, artificially construct a pile by

FIG. 3. �Color online� Distribution of the chain orientations found in 500 piles averaged over a 1.5-cm-wide slice centered at d
=2 cm for �a� semipiles ��� and full piles of disks ���, and �b� semipiles ��� and full piles of elliptic cylinders ���. The solid lines are
least-squares fits with bimodal distributions obtained for full piles. �c� Mean chain orientation plotted as a function of distance along the pile.
� and � represent ��� for semipiles of disks and elliptic cylinders, respectively. The solid and dashed lines correspond to experimental
results for ��� obtained from full piles of disks and elliptic cylinders. Inset: Zoom in of the region near the wall.
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adding one particle at a time when the box was laid flat.
However, raising the box very slowly caused this pile to
collapse when the box was angled above �45° to the hori-
zontal. Hence, frictional effects from the back and front
walls of the box were insufficient to induce stability. By way
of contrast, we could use this method to construct a semipile
when the box was returned carefully to the vertical position.
This provides a simple illustration of the important effect the
central boundary has on the stability of a semipile. An ex-
ample of a semipile constructed using this method is given in
Fig. 1�b�, where the packing of the particles adjacent to the
wall seems to be hexagonal with forced vertical contacts in
columns.

In order to further investigate the effect of the wall in the
packing of particles, we carried out numerical simulations,
and an example of a section of a semipile is given in Fig.
1�c�. The numerical results were obtained by the soft particle
molecular dynamics method �31�. The model of contact in-
cludes a linear restoring force in the normal direction of the
impact and a tangential force providing static friction �32�.
There is a dissipative term in each direction proportional to
the relative respective normal or tangential velocity of the
disks. The parameters of the model were given the following
values: elastic constant Kn=105, dissipative coefficient �n
=150, the corresponding ones in the tangential direction Ks

= 2
7kn and �s=300; frictional coefficient �=0.5. The integra-

tion time step was set to 10−4�. The stiffness constants k are
measured in units of mg /d, the damping constants � in
m /	g /d, and time in 	d /g. Here m, d, and g stand, respec-
tively, for the mass and diameter of the disks and the accel-
eration of gravity. This model has been used previously to
reproduce the flow rate in a silo discharge and good agree-
ment was obtained with experimental results �33�. In the
simulations, results are obtained with and without the inclu-
sion of a rolling friction term that introduces a resistance
during the relative rotation of two disks in contact �34–36�.

The numerical semipiles were constructed using three dif-
ferent construction protocols. The first is equivalent to the
experiment as the disks were dropped from a hopper of 6d
diameter placed 56d above the base and there were no lateral
side walls. The vertical wall was 2d wide and 28.5d high and
it was located immediately below the exit of the hopper. All
the walls were flat with the same properties of stiffness and
friction as the grains. The other two protocols were initiated
by filling a 40d wide box letting a 10d wide column of disks
fall from a height of 50d. Once the disks came to rest, one
protocol consisted of removing a lateral wall and the subse-
quent avalanche produced a semipile. The other method in-
volved rotating the box 90° and a semipile was formed as
before.

The total number of runs for each protocol was 100 using
2000 disks, 15% with diameter d and 85% with diameter
7 /9d. The comparison of the results of numerical simulations
for the distributions of particle contacts �	� near the wall in
a semipile and near the center of a full pile are given in Fig.
4. The results did not depend on the protocol used to build
the semipiles and we have chosen to present those obtained
with the method closest to the experiment. In all cases the
distribution of contacts near the wall has a peak at 	=0
indicating a set of vertical contacts.

There is a clear difference between the orientation of par-
ticle contacts obtained numerically �Fig. 4� and the orienta-
tion of chains near the wall �Fig. 3�b��. There are several
possible reasons for this. The main one is that the orientation
of the contacts depends on the normal forces, whereas the
orientation of the force chains depends on both the normal
and tangential forces. In a previous publication �8�, a corre-
lation was found between the orientation of contacts �with a
peak at 30°� and the orientation of chains �with a peak at
35°� for disks. However, the magnitudes of the peaks are
different and the angular distributions are therefore not the
same. Another possible explanation for the difference be-
tween the orientation of particle contacts and chains near the
wall is related to the photoelastic method, which is only sen-
sitive to forces above 0.5 N m−1 �9�. Hence, the distributions
of the orientations of chains are only for those chains that
carry forces above this value, i.e., contributions from chains
carrying small forces are ignored. Indeed, it has been shown
by Radjai et al. �37,38� that contact forces between grains
with magnitudes larger than the average exhibit different
properties than smaller ones.

VI. ORIENTATION OF ELLIPTICAL CYLINDERS

Another interesting effect of the boundary is in its influ-
ence on the orientation of elliptic particles. In Fig. 5 experi-
mental results are presented for the orientation of elliptical
cylinders that fall in a 1.5-cm-width slice centered at d
=2 cm for full and semipiles. It is evident that the number of
elliptic cylinders oriented vertically is considerably increased
by the presence of the vertical wall when compared with data
from the center of a full pile. In the latter case, 8.7% of the
elliptic cylinders are oriented with angles between �20°,
whereas this increases to 14.3% close to the wall, and yet the
construction process is approximately the same. The orienta-
tion of the particles induced by the vertical wall is a short
range effect since there were no significant differences be-
tween the orientations for full and semipiles in slices taken at
d=5 cm from the center and the vertical wall, respectively.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Orientation of particle contacts obtained
from numerical simulations in a 1.5-cm-wide slice centered at d
=2 cm for semipiles ��� and full piles of disks ���. These results
correspond to numerical simulations carried out with rolling friction
and a construction protocol similar to the one used in the
experiments.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have provided clear evidence for the influence of a
boundary in the stress transmission within a pile of grains.
The dip in the stress is considerably enhanced by the wall
and the effect is clearest when disks are used. Analysis of the
orientation of the force chains has revealed that the boundary

induces an inversion of the chain orientation in its proximi-
ties for both anisotropic and isotropic particles. It is this fea-
ture that seems to be at the heart of the enhancement of the
dip. Additionally, it has been shown that there is a clear
preference for columnar packing of disks adjacent to the wall
and this seems to have a significant influence on the force
distribution �26�. This appears to be a robust effect since it is
a feature of observations with both high and low frictional
particles and is present in the numerical results obtained for
different pile construction protocols. Our data provides a
challenge to models and numerical simulations, which thus
far have not found evidence for dips in semipiles. We also
conclude that stress dips are of direct relevance to a wide
range of practical situations and knowledge of the force
chain distribution is central to advance our understanding of
these issues.
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